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Notice on Orders for Silicon Wafer Equipment
The V Technology Group has been working on the establishment of a silicon wafer and semiconductor
equipment business since 2018. We are pleased to announce that we have received an order for 300mm silicon
wafer equipment from a customer in China for approximately 1 billion yen.
Details
The market for wafer equipment in China is expected to grow further against the backdrop of the evolution of
communication technologies such as 5G, changes in lifestyles in the Corona disaster, and support from the
Chinese government aiming to increase the ratio of domestic production of semiconductors.
We have been making various efforts such as establishing Z-CSET, a joint venture company with local capital
in 2018 to carefully understand customers' needs manufacturing silicon wafers, give shape to ideas that will
become solutions, aim to launch a semiconductor equipment business quickly. In recent business negotiations,
this equipment's high productivity was highly evaluated and led to the order.
With this order as a starting point, China's semiconductor equipment business will be launched on a full scale.
We will widely promote this achievement to our wafer manufacturing customers in China and overseas, aiming
to further expand the semiconductor equipment business. The order for this equipment is expected to have a
negligible impact on the business results for the current fiscal year. It is expected to contribute to the business
results for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2022.
As a leading company in semiconductor and display equipment, V Technology group is determined to contribute
to society by creating the world's best innovations with great ambition and overflowing passion. We would like
to ask for your continued generous support.

